Towable, rough-terrain fork lifts from K-D Manufacturing Co. have rated capacities from 5,000 through 8,000 pounds. The 680 Series features the Ford industrial power train, unitized frame and body, and torque converter with power reversing transmission. Standard equipment includes side shifter, full time power steering, disc brakes, differential lock, overhead guard, work lights, and load backrest.

The company offers a wide selection of lift heights in roller masts, built of interlocking channels and I-beams that roll on heavy-duty, sealed-for-life bearings for less friction and no external lubrication. There’s also a choice of gas, diesel, or LPG engines.

Write 701 on reader service card

Don Savage Co., Inc. manufactures a one-man post hole digger that operates from any car, truck, or tractor 12-volt system. Battery clamps on this Red Head Digger are 20-foot flexible leads and make jobs easy to reach. The easy handling tool is lightweight and well balanced with a trigger-type, on-off switch built in the handle.

Straight-line power thrust of the 2-horsepower Prestolite motor from armature to auger tip makes efficient use of the tool’s power and weight. This helps the digger work fast and be easy to control. Augers come in 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 inches in diameter. The standard length auger digs holes at least 32 inches.

Write 702 on reader service card

A hydro-mulcher from Bowie Industries, Inc. covers distances up to 200 feet without clogging the pump lines and can seed over three acres in 15 minutes. A one-step application plants, seeds, sprigs, fertilizes, waters, sprays, and mulches. Its triple agitators make mixing faster, eliminating sediment build-up.

Along with Ag-Chem Equipment Co.’s Ag-Gator 2004 all-terrain chassis, the hydro-mulcher can traverse remote areas where large trucks can’t reach and where truck tires might harm existing ground cover. The four-wheel drive Ag-

Jacklin Seed says, “Take a good look at this star performer.”

Adelphi Kentucky bluegrass was chosen by the Plant Variety Protection office in the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture as the standard green color with which all other bluegrasses applying for plant protection will be compared. Adelphi’s rating against 60 varieties in ten-year tests: OUTSTANDING OVERALL PERFORMANCE. Jacklin is a primary producer of Adelphi. For information, contact:

Jacklin Seed Company
West 17300 Jacklin Avenue, Post Falls, ID 83854

Write 130 on reader service card
Gator can carry payloads from 11,360 to 35,700 pounds with 40 degree articulation joints, which permit 12 degree oscillation for stability with a turning radius of less than 26 feet.

Write 714 on free information card

Sod cutters, which manually clamp onto either backhoe or loader buckets, quickly cut sod to a uniform thickness and slice it into easily handled strips. Two models, 27 and 40, made by Guest Industries, Inc., cut 27 and 40 inches wide, respectively. Mounting clamps are movable to avoid bucket teeth. The lower cutting assembly (slides and blade) is free to rotate about the upper support assembly, so that it can follow ground contour and also be unaffected by changes in bucket angle.

Write 706 on reader service card

Multipurpose broadcast spreader will quickly and accurately distribute pelleted or granular fertilizers, herbicides, insecticides, and field and grass seed. A 6-point calibrated scale shutter adjusts the rate of material; operator easily sets rate of flow by size of the material. A self-agitator assures even flow. Adjusting rudders in the discharge opening determines the direction of broadcast and saves waste of spread material. Simple structure eliminates possible breakdown.

Spreader is 9¼ inches by 16¾ inches by 16 inches high; it weighs 4½ pounds. It has a hopper capacity of one bushel and a spread width of 20 feet. All exposed parts are made of stainless steel or non-breakable scratchless polyethylene materials to prevent corrosion. Warren's Turf Nursery is distributing it.

Write 708 on reader service card

Woven plastic tarpaulins can solve outdoor storage and shipping problems and can also be used for work shelters, scaffolding enclosures, and divider curtains. This flat-tape polyolefin has a 2-mil extruded coating on both sides of the 10 by 10 count closed-weave, which makes it completely waterproof and resistant to delamination. They are lightweight and flexible yet have more than 725 pounds of rip strength per square foot. Tarpaulins are available in a variety of stock sizes and colors with fire retardant options from Allen Systems Inc.

Write 711 on free information card

Hold/Gro, a combination of knitted yarns interwoven with strips of biodegradable papers, protects the soil until vegetation is firmly established. It shields soil from damaging rainfall and acts as a mulch material. Its yarns serve as a temporary root structure. The material is light enough for two men to install. Gulf States Paper Corp. makes it for use in a wide variety of applications and locations.

Write 710 on free information card

For both Volume and Pressure

Use Hypro series 5200
Big Twin piston pumps.

Here's a rugged two-cylinder piston pump that will deliver up to 10 gpm at 400 psi (600 rpm) for tree spraying, area spraying, fogging, or termite pretreating.

Handles many kinds of weed and pest control chemicals including wettable powder suspensions.

Available with solid shaft or with hollow shaft for direct tractor, truck, or jeep PTO mounting.

FEATURES:
Leather or impregnated fabric piston cups.
Heavy duty ball bearings.
Suction & discharge ports tapped ¾" NPT.

Write 109 on reader service card

A DIVISION OF LEAR SIEGLER, INC.
347 Fifth Avenue NW, St. Paul, Minnesota 55112

Write 109 on reader service card
Versatile SKY-WORKER fills the bill from tree-trimming to hot line work

Why? Because Sky-Worker can prove cost-savings up to 50% through utilization of its built-in sturdy features and superior maneuverability.

Platform stays level under all conditions - dual controls operate unit from work platform or vehicle deck - Fail-safe hydraulic system, combined with optional heat-exchanger requires little warm-up time. Lower boom on Model 1035 moves through overhead arc of 135° degrees - 45 degrees past vertical - horizontal rotation is 400 degrees, 40 degrees beyond full circle.

See how Sky-Worker fits into your maintenance and trouble-shooting work plan. Write for FREE catalog, on your letterhead please.

Adjustable width seeder-spreader applies granulated or drilled fertilizers, lime, sand, or soil for topdressing on golf courses. It gives a thorough coverage, continuous and accurately metered from start to finish, even on hilly fairways. A special key lets the driver adjust spreading width from 20 to 45 feet. Rounded corners keep material from piling up and make it easy to wash out. Models come in hopper loads of 400 to 2,400 pounds from Vicon.

Write 720 on reader service card

The Gandy 30-foot spreader/applicator broadcasts two granular materials simultaneously on 200 acres a day. The 3,000-pound capacity spreader hoppers and 600-pound capacity optional tandem chemical hoppers that extend time between refills. Three models are available: 1030A with 1½-inch openings spaced 3½ inches apart; 1030B with 1½-inch openings spaced 6½ inches apart; and 1030C with 1-inch openings spaced 6 inches apart. Spreader and chemical hopper bottoms are die cut as mated pairs and never separated so openings are always uniform at all settings.

Write 721 on reader service card

Brillion Iron Works offers 68-inch Pulvi-Mulchers to crush, harrow, and condition soil in one pass to make a clod-free seedbed that is firm but not compacted. Loose mulch on top slows evaporation. Seed is planted at a uniform depth, in contact with moisture for good germination.

Large diameter roller wheels pull easily. Machine comes with 16½-inch notched rollers that form pockets to trap moisture or 16½ crowfoot rollers that leave a slightly more open seedbed. Company offers many options to accompany equipment.

Write 713 on reader service card